Not For The Faint Of Heart

- Piercing
- Branding
- Scarification
As we approach a new millennium, extreme body art has arrived in western society.

Clockwise from top left:
- Arm band cutting by Blair of Toronto Ontario.
- Lindsey Cambell of Toronto, Ontario with radical lip, nose-bridge and ear jewellery. Piercing by Blair.
- Triple knuckle barbells by Stainless Steel Studios.
Obviously not for everyone, extreme body art is, nonetheless, being used by many people to make private and personal statements.

Clockwise from top left:
- Tongue piercing by Immortal Art Studios, Nanaimo, B.C.
- Ear jewellery by Stainless Steel Studios, Toronto, Ontario.
- Nose & inside-upper lip jewellery by Cheryl Volling; Way Cool Studios, Toronto, Ont.
- Fresh Cutting by Blair, Toronto, Ontario.
Clockwise from Top Left:
- Blair of Toronto
- Fresh leg brand by Blair
- Nipple rings by Immortal Art Studios, Nanaimo, B.C
- Blair once again, this time in the process of doing a brand.
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